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Event Lecture Series 

Topic Technical Analysis  

Organizer VANAJ - The Commerce Society 

Date 20th April, 2023 

Time 12:00 P.M. onwards 

Duration 2 hours 

Place/Platform Room No.102 

No. of participants 50 

Guest speaker/ Trainer Mr. Hardeep  

Welcome speech Hardik Chhabra  

Introduction to speaker Hardik Chhabra  

   

Main idea The following aspects were covered: 

Understanding technical analysis: Technical 

analysis is a method of evaluating securities 

based on statistics and charts, rather than 

fundamental analysis. The basic principles of 

technical analysis, such as chart patterns, 

technical indicators, and candlestick patterns 

were discussed. 

 

Identifying trends: One of the primary goals 

of technical analysis is to identify trends in the 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OBfzeCtP2bFXkXD2a8YxgqToY13nV9fyVQeRJqnj3uE/edit?usp=drivesdk


 

financial markets. The students learnt how to 

recognize different types of trends, such as 

uptrends, downtrends, and sideways trends, 

and how to use them to their advantage. 

 

Chart patterns: Technical analysis relies 

heavily on chart patterns, which are visual 

representations of price movements over time. 

The students learnt how to identify different 

chart patterns, such as head and shoulders, 

triangles, and flags, and how to use them to 

predict future price movements. 

 

Technical indicators: There are numerous 

technical indicators that traders use to analyze 

market trends and make trading decisions. 

The students learnt about popular indicators 

like Moving Averages, Relative Strength 

Index (RSI), and Fibonacci Retracements. 

 

Risk management: Technical analysis is not 

foolproof, and there is always a risk of losing 

money in the financial markets. The seminar 

focussed on  risk management strategies, such 

as setting stop-loss orders and position sizing, 

to help mitigate your losses. 

 

Trading psychology: Successful trading 

requires a strong mindset and discipline. The 

speaker discussed the importance of having a 

sound trading psychology, and provide tips on 

how to maintain a positive attitude and avoid 

emotional decision-making. 

Vote of thanks Hardik Chhabra  

Feedback https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OBfz

eCtP2bFXkXD2a8YxgqToY13nV9fyVQeRJq

nj3uE/edit?usp=drivesdk 

Attendance sheet  
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Attach photocopy of 2 certificates N.A. 



 

 

Signature: __________ ___ 

Name:       ___Dr. Amrinder Kaur__________ 

 

(Convenor) 


